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friends accidentally attend the funeral set by Leni (Katherine Bernardo), they break one superstitious faith after another... including pagpag, where you can't go straight home from the funeral. However, it seems that Cedric and Leni brought home with them a vengeful ghost. The death soon claims Cedric's friends and Leni's family. Cedric and Leni are forced to find a way to stop
Roman's vengeful attacks. But as they fight for success, more deaths will happen and they seem to be running out of options to save their family and friends. Just as when Cedric and Leni are about to give up, they discover a dark mystery about the ghost's past, the cause of his death, and the connection they have with the ghost. These secrets put their lives in great danger. Will
Cedric and Leni be able to escape the evil they unleashed? genres: HorrorTriller Pagpag: Siyam na Buhay (called Pagpag) is a 2013 Philippine horror film starring Catherine Bernardo, Daniel Padilla, Paulo Avelino and Shayna Magdayao. This is one of the official entries for the 2013 Manila Film Festival. The film is co-produced by Star Cinema and Regal Films. The film is directed
by Frasco Ortiz, and it will be released on Christmas Day. The concept of the film is based on the Filipino superstitious belief that no one should ever go home immediately after visiting after a visit because it risks bringing evil spirits into their home. It is necessary to first get rid of (in Filipino, pagpag) any curse can be to avoid the trailed soul of the dead. 4 wins and 26 nominations.
Read more about the awards Learn more Edit the spirit of a recent dead man tracking down nine people and trying to kill them after the victims ignored some superstitions during his trail. One is that no one should go home right after attending the wake, so the spirit of the dead will not follow. Author: cinesum Plot Summary (en) Add Summary one word title View All (1) Certificate:
16 See all the Certificates Parents' Guide: View Content Advice Edit Going Away Lyrics and music by Jose Carlito Padilla Performed Parking 5 More User Reviews Original name Pagpag: Siyam na Buhay IMDb Rating 5.8 151 votes Keywords: Horror Philippines Pinoy Movies Server Language Quality Links openload.co Philippines HD 720P Download pagpag siyam na buhay full
movie 123movies
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